Brain tumors and occupational exposures in a cohort of female textile workers in Shanghai, China.
This study assessed the associations between brain tumors and specific processes and exposures among female textile workers in Shanghai, China. A case-cohort study was conducted that was nested in a cohort of textile workers originally included in a randomized trial of breast self-examination. Incident brain tumor cases (N=114) were identified from 1989 to 1998 from a tumor and death registry operated by the Shanghai Textile Industry Bureau. A subcohort (N=3188), representing an age-stratified random sample of the entire cohort, was selected as a comparison group. Job-exposure matrices were created to assess historical exposures to specific agents, including quantitative assessments for cotton dust and endotoxin exposure. Cox proportional hazards modeling, modified according to a case-cohort design, was used to analyze associations between jobs and exposures and the risk of brain tumors. Employment in maintenance workshops was associated with an increased brain tumor incidence (ever-never exposed hazard ratio 2.36, 95% confidence interval 1.12-4.97), with increasing hazard ratios by duration of employment in maintenance jobs. Handling or processing wool fibers was associated with an increased risk of brain tumors, as was specific exposure to wool fibers; however, estimates did not increase with duration of employment. These results provide some preliminary suggestion that employment in textile industry maintenance jobs and exposure to wool products may be associated with an increased risk of brain tumors.